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The art of wushu is wide, deep and, like a river,
it flows and changes. The tasks of wushu can seem

mountainous and heavy, overriding in their difficulty.
But we, like a traveler resting in a beautiful valley, can

occasionally rest and enjoy the view.
All true lovers ofthis great art are drawn toward

perfecting its many skills: whole body actions; Reeling

Silk Energy; rooting; moving; changing. But as we
practice over periods of months, years and decades, our
achievements may come slowly and with frustrating
rsticence. Our eye is always on the future.

But it is useful to take stock of what we have

accomplished. Many of the benefits we gain from
practice are here and now, invoking a vision of
happiness and humanness refined over centuries of
profound investigation by a people who were both gifted

with great intelligence and simultaneously beset by harsh

conditions, reversals offate, and catastrophes galore.

These ideas are embodied in the practice of
wushu. They grow from the bones outward. Every
punch, from the first to the most advanced and

complicated, is instilled with these meanings; and, when

we are practicing madly to perfect our skills, they are

also the ones we sometimes forget.

The first of these is what might be called The

Hidden Self. It rests in the belief that we are not just

computers, programmed by our environment, families
and society. We each have selves which are absolutely

unique. Wushu lets us delve into these selves and leam

their secret workings. It encourages us to look inward
and become acquainted with our own bodies in a way no

other sport or art can accomplish.
.Another is Freedom From [Iabit. Our bodies

acquire habits from our jobs, our sports, our ways of
being in the world. Eventually, our habits can become

our personalities unless we constantly challenge

ourselves to move freely, openly, and in a childlike
mimner. The extreme subtlety and flexibility of wushu

movements never allow us to rest on the few tricks and

techniques of living we have perfected. It constantly
asks us to redefine and free our movements, to erase our
patterns, to reassess what we think of as our virhres and

our failures.
The item in this landscape is Integrated Being.

Wushu encour4ges us to keep up a dialogue between our

outside being in the world (Habits) and our internal

experiences (Hidden Self). It proposes that the natural

state for humans is one where the inside and the outside

are in harmony, mutually striving for our benefit. But it
goes a step beyond a philosophy by offering us a method

to obtain this state, by making our internal knowledge

and our outside responses interact, thus keeping each

other in proper balance.

ln a world that only guarantees change of
fortune, wushu allows us to have another world, held

within our bodies. It asks us to counteract the inevitable

ossification of attitudes and actions that habitual
behavior imparts. By constantly forcing us to adapt to
ever greater degrees of subtlety, perception and

movement, wushu anchors us in the truth of the Here
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and Now, the explicit reality of the moment. It suggests

ttrat we, too, are capable of change, that change is not
just something which only victimizes, that human hope

lives in adaptabilitv. Finally, it declares that our spines,



back, legs, hearts and minds are ultimately Ours.
Awareness is not bounded by our circumstances.
Though political change may arise, family fortunes alter,
national disasters occur, for that moment when we stand
head stretching toward Heaven and feet firmly rooted in
Earth, wushu reminds that we can find happiness at the
center of the universe which, when we quiet ourselves

and listen attentively, happens to be spinning on the aris
of our spines.

When we practice standing qigong, we look to a
world that is in us. We gain detachment. Philosophical
classics say: 'IMhen the mind gains skillful detachment

consciousness turns to knowledge." This is the

knowledge of our true selves, not our social or
psychological selves which modern society equate with
our personalities. Detachment quiets us, allowing a view
of our primordial self our "faces before we were born."
Even if, contrary to accepted Chinese medical theory,
there were no refinement of internal energies occurring
while we stand, we would still gainthe advantage of self-
communion, of detaching ourselves from the day-today
pressures and yeaming so often besetting us. Like
recharging a battery, quiet standing allows us to work
with ourselves at the most basic level possible, pure
mind and pure body.

A new form of consciousness arises when we
move well in kung fu. We regard all parts of the body,
monitoring as we simultaneously control them. This
immediacy creates a true sense of the Here and Now, not
as an abstract concept but as a functioning reality. The
simple act of punching concentrates energy to a single
point, offering us insights into One Point Focus. But at
the same time, we extend our will and awareness

outward in Multi-Dimensional thinking which
overcomes the boundaries of the body, making us
participants in the world around us.

The Here and Now of executing moves properly
keeps the mind focused on the essentials. Grace-by
Spenser's definition, "the most effrcient way of doing
anything"-is an extension of the mind's absolute

commitnent to flow right along with the body, to
monitor the training AT THE VERY MOMENT IT IS
OCCURRING. Because wushu training requires mind
and body to work together every moment, it naturally
tends to pull the person together, to integrate the whole
being. The mostjoyful times of movement are when we
move as integrated beings. Distractions are the cause of
much pain and much despair. Kung fu proposes an ideal
person without distractions. The model of combat is a
model not of violence but of concentration. As the Dao
De Jing suggests, "EmpE the mind and fill the belly."
The breath drops and the mind stabilizes. Like the
feeling after a fine meal, our happiness is immediate and
comnlete because it is inteprated.

"Kung fu" is often translated as expertise
gained from practice. The more effortless, the higher
the kung fu. We strive to be like the artist who uses the
same pencil as the child but produces different results.

The pencil in our hands is an instrument of our direct
wills and can accomplish whatever we wish. This is the

freedom of expertise. So one might say that, within the

realm of martial arts, kung fu means "fr@dom," that is,

the ability to command our cooperating bodies to
perform what our minds can envision. The brilliance of
the wushu approach is that, rather than thinking of the

body as a machine that sprints, plays racquet ball, or
swims, rather than specializing the body to one task, it
proposes a body free to do a large range of activities:
kiclg hit, grapple, move gently, float lightly, accelerate
quickly, root firmly. The mind has many "tastes" to it
and the body should be able to change its shape,

function and quality as easily. This real freedom roots
us in the Here and Now and creates a kind of private joy
that exhibits itself in public skill. To paraphrase the old
saying, *An inch of meditation, an inch of Buddh4" the

art of wushu demonstrates, "An inch of kung fu, an inch
of freedom."
Sifu Ted Mancuso runs the Academy of Martial Arts in
Santa Cruz, CA. Contact him at PO Box I134, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061 USA.
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Congratulations to Association members Thomas
Dufresne and Jacques Nguyen, who have rece,ntly

published a French Dictionary of Chinese Martial
Arts (see Publications, p. 1l ). Sifu Adam [Isu was
credited several times for source materials and other
assistance he provided for the dictionary. Anyone
wishing more information about this boolq or the
authors' previous publications may contact them at: 83,

rue de la Tombe-Issoire, 75014 Paris, France.
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